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Notas de la presentación
Good afternoon my name is Arantxa Cebrian and I am going to present you this seminar called: 



  Neurogenesis, a process of generating functionally integrated 
neurons from progenitor cells, was traditionally believed to occur 
only during embryonic stages in the mammalian central nervous 
system (CNS) (Ramon y Cajal 1913). 

 In the seventies Joseph Altman decribed for first time, that neurons 
are indeed added in discrete regions of the adult mammalian CNS: 
subgranular zone and the subventricular zone. 
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SO NOW I am going to briefly describe both neurogenic regions.
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The DG is a brain structure in the hipocampus. This area that has a characteristic curved shape,(as you can observe in that coronal Mice and Human brain diagrams) as you can observed in that diagram, and has an important role in learning and memory. At A celular level, the SGZ is a band of cells that line up the dentate gyrus and were the NSC´s reside.SGZ stem cells, proliferate and give rise to immature neurons. These inmature neurons migrate a short distance into the granular layer and differentiate into mature neurons.
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The other neurogenic niche in the mammalian brain is the subventricular zone. This zone is located in the walls of the lateral ventricles, as you can observe in red both in mice and human brains. This diagram (señalar whole mount) shows a sagittal view of the ventricular system.In both species the SVZ presents NSC´s, however, the cell organization is sligtly different. At A cellular level,  as IT occurs in the DG, the SVZ residing stem cells proliferate and give rise to immature neurons, in contrast,  these immature neurons migrate relatively long distance across de rostral migratory stream or RMS, in order to arrive to the OB. Once they reach the OB, they differenciate in mature neurons.IT is relevant that rodents and humans present NSC´s livespan in the SVZ, but in Humans, the migration to the OB takes place only during the fetal and postnatal stages. (Verdugo)So it is clear that adult neurogenesis exist, and then the question is



May adult neurogenesis be altered by external factors?? 
 
 

- Drugs 
 

          
- Physical damage 
 
 
- Environmental toxin substances 
 
 

 
-Despite its effectiveness in controlling the progression of some cancers, 
radiation is often associated with neuropsychologycal deficits.  
 

- Animal studies showed that radiation also affected adult neurogenesis. 
 

- Radiation 
 

?? 
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The answer is yes. Drugs, physical damage, and environmental toxin substances ( katja)It is known that Radiation has an impact in systems with proliferative capacity, such as the bone narrow, SOcould it also affect adult neurogenesis??Despite its effectiveness in controlling the progression of some cancers, radiation is often associated with neuropsychologycal deficits.but these studies were performed with a classical device that radiates the whole brainFor that reason, we used an alternative method:



Small Animal Radiation Research Platform (SARRP)  
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In order to apply this method, I just mentioned we used:The Small Animal Radiation Research Platform or SARRP, that let us radiate specific sub-regions in a PRESAIS way of the adult mouse brain.



- Injection of contrast agents 

 CT and MRI-based 
targeting  

 Beam radiation  Beam Targeting Validation   

- MRI T2-weighted 
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- CT- guided 

10 min for a 10-Gy treatment 
with a 3 x3-mm beam 

γ-H2AX: Marker of DNA damage 

Use of a CT-guided precision device 
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1: To target the neurogenic niches, we used two types of image methods, after previously injecting ioinidated contrast agents. Black and whiteMRI was t2 weigthened2: Once we localized our target, we exposed the brain to beam radiation…..3: To validate the method, afterwords  we processed the  radiation exposed brains with a typical marker of DNA damage. As you can see in these coronal sections, only one of the hemispheres presented a green band that corresponds to radiated zone,   This fact let us compare both hemispheres.



Adult neurogenesis and radiation 

Radiation impaired the 
proliferative capacity 
of neural stem cells.  

-Study of proliferative capacity 
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After (SETING) up the experiment, we startED the histologycal analysis. On one hand, we stuided the proliferative capacity after the radiation of one brain hemisphere.In order to accomplish this, we used a nuclear proliferative marker, known as Ki67, wich is usually expressed in the SVZ.As you can see in both of these picture, the number of Ki67+ cells present a relevant differenciation. In the radiated side, we observe a drastic decrease of these cells compared wih other side without radiation. Moreover, we used an in vitro assay wich consitED in a stem cell wich proliferates several times and form spheres, called neurospheres. In the end….



Adult neurogenesis and radiation 

After radiation exposure there is a loss of SVZ Neural 
stem and progenitor cells,  

-Study of cell composition 

Non irradiated Irradiated 

Semithin section 1.5 μm Ultrathin section 70nm 
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On the second hand, we studied the cell composition of the SVZ after radiated one hemisphere. The difference between radiatED and non RadiatED sides is striking. As we can observed, in this light microscope picture of a semithin section, the thickness of the SVZ diminished drastically after radiation. In addition, in this EM picture of an ultrathin section, there last only ependymal cells that do not divide, as well as, a few type B cells that divide very slowly.Finally, ……..



Adult neurogenesis and radiation 

Migrating  immature 
neurons are highly 

susceptible 
to irradiation 
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we irradiated the anterior dorsal region of the SVZ with a single 10-Gy lateralbeam of 1-mm diameter. Additionally, no immature neurons from the posterior dorsal SVZ were found to migrate into the irradiated region indicating that radiation may have affected the migration of neuroblasts in the SVZ. For these reason we conclude that….Supporting these results, we performed these same experiments in the other neurogenic region in the brain, The sGZ of the DG, obtaining similar results.



In conclusion: 
 
Radiation affects directly the neurogenic niches, affecting: 
 
 -The proliferative capacity of neural stem cells 
 -The viability of SVZ residing neural and progenitor stem cells. 
 -The migration capacity of immature neurons.  
   

New therapies in brain radiation avoiding or not affecting the 
neurogenic regions should be developed.    
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-conclusionesDesde nuestra modesta opinión, lo ideal: Un aparato con una radiación muy puntual, que no dañe a las regiones de NSC,s, y segundo si tiene que atravear a las zonas con neuprgénesis (o gliogénesis) Striatum nervio optico, pediatric stages, no dañe a las NSC. 
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